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BO BOWLING
Pristina, Kosovo

Owners: Fitim Fazliu and Kujtim Fazliu
Architect: Aid Archides
Manufacturer: QubicaAMF

NIGHTCLUB INDUSTRY VETERANS, brothers Fitim and 
Kujtim Fazliu, opened Bo Bowling in Pristina, Kosovo, 
with a bold ambition: to open the fi rst bowling center in 
the country. “Bold” is the right word to describe the stun-
ning hangout they established. Everything here — from 
the London-themed cocktail bar to the crepes joint to the 
velvety billiards tables draped in mahogany curtains — 
suggests that their nightclub experience has tutored the 
Fazliu brothers on how to conjure the kind of classed-up 
ambiance in which bowling and cuffl inks make as much 
sense together as Grey Goose and martinis. Manufacturer 
highlights: QubicaAMF masking units customized with 
center logo; SPL II Lanes; 82-70 pinsetters.

BEST NEW CENTER
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ORCHID BOWL @ SAFRA PUNGGOL
Singapore

Owner: Family Leisure Pte Ltd.
Architect: Surbana International Consultants Pte Ltd.
Manufacturer: QubicaAMF

ONE IMPRESSION SINGAPORE’S Orchid Bowl @ Safra 
Punggol likely makes on fi rst-time patrons is that “tradition-
al” does not need to be synonymous with “conventional.” 
Yes, this is a “traditional center,” but there is nothing tradi-
tional about the towering orchid sculpture stretching from 
fl oor to ceiling, the giant open palm on which a glass table-
top rests between two plush, luxuriant sofas, or the fi ve-
pound balls fi tted with fi ve fi nger holes to make the sport 
more accessible to its tiniest competitors. With fi ve such 
centers established throughout Singapore and a new one 
having opened last month, Orchid Bowl is daring operators 
of traditional centers to think big. Manufacturer highlights: 
QubicaAMF’s BES X scoring system; Harmony Rock & Roll 
Energy furniture, blue masking units and ball return system; 
Xli pinspotters. 

BEST NEW CENTER 
 TRADITIONAL
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STOWE BOWL
Stowe, VT

Owners: Mark and Rachel Vandenberg
Architect: Cushman Design Group
Manufacturer: QubicaAMF

BEST NEW CENTER 
  BOUTIQUE — U.S.

OWNERS MARK AND RACHEL Vandenberg developed 
this charming, eight-lane boutique to liven up their Sun 
& Ski Inn and Suites resort in Stowe, Vt., while adding 
15 rooms above the lanes, and it evokes just the kind of 
mid- 20th-century modern feel they hoped to establish. 
The unassuming minimalism of the center’s furnish-
ings does just that while also providing a canvas against 
which Stowe Bowl’s bolder fl ourishes shine. Lion-
colored drum lampshades glow over tan, chesterfi eld 
sofas, and QubicaAMF’s “Vermont Cherry” MAD Lanes 
lend some local color to a center that seems poised to 
attract plenty of local loyalty. Manufacturer highlights: 
QubicaAMF TMS String pinspotters; DMX Sound Vi-
sion projection screen masking units, lane wash and pin 
deck lighting; Harmony ball returns.
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BOWLING & RESTO-LOUNGE BERGEN OP ZOOM
Bergen op Zoom, Netherlands

Owner: Harold Van Der Meer
Manufacturer: QubicaAMF

HAROLD VAN DER MEER has the boutique look down pat: An 
interior decked with exposed piping that delivers the indus-
trial-chic look this center’s imposing brick and glass exterior 
promises; oatmeal drum lamps dangling over vast spaces fur-
nished with leather sofas so plush you may not want to get up; 
sleek, wood fl ooring and brick walls you wouldn’t mind having 
in your own home if you could spare the change. Then you get 
to that hood furnace reaching toward the tabletop fi replace, or 
the imagery along a dining-space wall celebrating beer-team 
bowling era Americana, and you realize you cannot fi nd a 
square inch of this place that Van Der Meer left unconsidered. 
Manufacturer highlights: QubicaAMF Harmony Infi nity furni-
ture; SPL Boutique Series lanes; Xli Edge pinspotters.

BEST NEW CENTER 
 BOUTIQUE — INTERNATIONAL
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BEFORE RENOVATION

ZOETE INVAL
Haarlemmerliede, Netherlands

Owner: Frans Wempe
Manufacturer: QubicaAMF

THE “BEFORE” IMAGES submitted with Zoete Inval’s 
2016 BJI Architecture & Design Awards application 
were labeled “Old Situation.” Those images suggest it 
was a “situation” indeed, a drab, worn-down center in 
need of tender loving care. That is precisely what owner 
Franz Wempe delivered. Everything here shouts action, 
intensity and fun. From the neon hues of green, blue 
and violet in the glowing drum lamps to the blitz of LED 

lights that liven up the lanes to 
the dashing eatery that has the 
look and feel of a fi ve-star res-
taurant, you do not have to be 
interested in bowling to want 
to make this a regular hangout 
on the weekends. Manufac-
turer highlights: QubicaAMF 
SPL Boutique Series lanes; 
QubicaAMF Harmony Infi nity 
furniture and Harmony ball 
returns and masking units.

BEST RENOVATED CENTER 
  BOUTIQUE

TEN LANES
Skovde, Sweden

Owner: Mikael Kyrk
Architect: Mikael Kyrk
Manufacturer: QubicaAMF

THE KNOCK-OUT blow Mikael Kyrk dealt in designing Ten Lanes is the 
vast wall of PBA Hall of Fame portraits stretched along a walkway inside, 
a sight too rare in bowling centers both in the U.S. and abroad. A plentiful 
supply of lockers, a pro shop and, yes, 10 QubicaAMF SPL II lanes with 
Harmony Chicago masking units keep the focus on bowling. But a dark-
wood bar lined with a dashing strip of brass may keep you just as focused 
on the amber tone of your craft beer as it glistens under globe-shaped pen-
dant lights. Ten Lanes makes it awfully easy to forget about that bad break 
in the foundation frame with a lounge and bar as decadently designed and 
furnished as this one. Manufacturer highlights: QubicaAMF Synergy Furni-
ture and Edge pinspotters; Harmony masking units and ball returns. 

BEST NEW CENTER 
  INTERIOR — INTERNATIONAL
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